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Time Segment Title Synopsis Partial Transcript Keywords

Start -
1:20

Introductions Summer explains how
the interview will be
run.

I give the
information...

Oral History
Project,

1:30 -
4:47

Early Life and
College

Terry describes his
childhood and college
education.

I was born in... Military, dad,
serve, college,
graduate
degree

6:50 -
7:22

Path to SMCC Terry briefly explains
how he came to work at
SMCC.

Looking for a job... JD, 1993

9:15 -
12:25

Science Building
Founding and
Atmosphere at
SMCC

Terry accounts the early
years of South
Mountain’s science
department and its
similarity to today.

You came in about
a decade or so after
it was founded...

Physics,
students,
friendly,
special

13:12 -
14:45

Roles at SMCC
and General
Memories

Terry describes his job
and his old classroom.

What kinds of roles
have you played...

Professional
growth, good,
chairs lol

16:53 -
18:13

Passion for
Physics

Terry details why he
loves Physics.

What drives you... students,
Theoretical
physics,
universe,
Christain

18:35 -
19:55

Why Teaching? Terry explains his
reasons for becoming a
teacher.

It seems like your
life’s passion is to
teach...

Peace Corps,
job, teaching

20:35 -
22:37

Terry’s
Achievements
and Challenges

Terry describes some of
his core achievements
and challenges in his
career.

Back in Apache
Junction...

Teacher,
physics,
students,
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23:02 -
25:12

Terry’s Legacy Terry gives his
definition of what a
legacy is and
emphasizes his
relationship with JD.

What do you want
to leave behind as
your legacy...

Memories,
influence, JD

26:06 -
29:01

Other People of
Impact and
Technology

Terry mentions other
influential people and
tells a story of learning
email with JD.

Who else do you
think...

New, replace,
JD, email

29:25 -
31:24

SMCC in the
Future

Terry expresses his
uncertainty about the
future of South.

Where do you think
we’re gonna go
from here...

Unsure,
technology,
“just roll with
it”

31:56 -
34:13

Little Things Terry brings up small,
special memories he
had at South Mountain.

Are there any days
or memories...

Sun setting,
sad, moments,
“little things”

34:24
35:30

Last Days? Terry reflects on his
building change and the
abrupt end to the 2020
spring semester.

Well, I’m not... Last day,
spring, over,
reconstruct

35:46 -
37:28

Terry’s Advice Terry gives his key
takeaway to students
and others.

If you could share
one part...

Challenge,
pressure,
tough

37:47 -
end

Closing Summer explains how
Terry’s interview will be
shared with the Oral
History Project.

It’s more than you
realize...

interview,
pandemic,
students,
publish, story
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500-Word Summary and Relevance of person/Story Rough Draft

Terry Fender was born on June 4, 1955 in Fort Campbell, Kentucky. He is an active
SMCC professor, teaching Physics. Terry has been teaching at SMCC since 1993, when he was
hired by JD (last name, I couldn’t make it out in the video). Mr. Fender grew up in a military
family, finding himself in a variety of different homes and places as a child. Terry received his
Bachelor’s Degree from the University of Illinois, and his Master’s in Physics from the University
of Chicago. He served in the Peace Corps, leaving an impact in Honduras. There he helped
organize the building of a new school, and worked with another Honduran physicist writing a
low-cost physics experiment book for schools. After college and the Peace Corps, Terry moved
to Phoenix to help his mother build a house. He came to be a teacher after realizing he had an
affinity for it in the Peace Corps. Mr. Fender first came to teach at SMCC in 1993 after teaching
physics for a few years at Apache Junction. He has fond memories of SMCC founding faculty
JD. Terry expressed that the faculty and community hasn’t really changed since the 1990s, and
people still care deeply for the students. Recently, there are changes happening on campus that
moved Terry out of the classroom he’s been teaching in since 2005. Mr. Fender was sad about
the changes but hopeful for the future and how SMCC will continue to advance with technology.
Terry expressed love for both his first wife Karen (who passed away of Cancer in 2003), and his
wife Peggy who is a fourth grade teacher. Terry realized later in life that he had an affinity for
teaching, but his curiosity and passion for physics has persisted since childhood. Mr. Fender
especially loves theoretical physics and studying the universe. He is a strong Christain and an
active member of his church. Terry’s faith contributes to his love for theoretical physics and the
universe. He finds the topics of physics intellectually challenging and enjoys seeing his students
take genuine interest in his lessons. One of Terry’s biggest self-proclaimed accomplishments is
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running a class well and pushing the curiosity of his students. The COVID pandemic proved to
be Terry’s biggest challenge yet in his teaching career, but he has adopted well after a couple
difficult online semesters. As a lasting lesson, Terry hopes people know that hard times will
pass. Even in the face of our greatest challenges, we can take comfort in knowing that we will
get through them eventually. Terry defines legacy as the memories we leave behind and the
influence we have on those around us. It is clear that Mr. Fender has had quite the influence on
all the communities he has been a part of. From his work in Illinois, to Honduras, to South
Phoenix and SMCC, Terry’s legacy deserves to be honored in our South Phoenix Oral History
Project.


